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ABSTRACT
On one hand, there has been a growing interest towards the appli-
cation of AI-based learning and evolutionary programming for self-
adaptation under uncertainty. On the other hand, self-explanation
is one of the self-* properties that has been neglected. This is para-
doxical as self-explanation is inevitably needed when using such
techniques. In this paper, we argue that a self-adaptive autonomous
system (SAS) needs an infrastructure and capabilities to be able to
look at its own history to explain and reason why the system has
reached its current state. The infrastructure and capabilities need
to be built based on the right conceptual models in such a way that
the system’s history can be stored, queried to be used in the context
of the decision-making algorithms.
The explanation capabilities are framed in four incremental lev-
els, from forensic self-explanation to automated history-aware (HA)
systems. Incremental capabilities imply that capabilities at Level 𝑛
should be available for capabilities at Level 𝑛 + 1. We demonstrate
our current reassuring results related to Level 1 and Level 2, using
temporal graph-based models. Specifically, we explain how Level
1 supports forensic accounting after the system’s execution. We
also present how to enable on-line historical analyses while the
self-adaptive system is running, underpinned by the capabilities
provided by Level 2. An architecture which allows recording of
temporal data that can be queried to explain behaviour has been
presented, and the overheads that would be imposed by live analysis
are discussed. Future research opportunities are envisioned.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Systemmodeling languages;
Integration frameworks;Model-driven software engineering.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Systems are increasingly expected to learn and adapt themselves to
changing environmental conditions, and cope with uncertainty and
external threats [31, 33]. Early solutions to self-adaptation adapt
according to monitored changes based on knowledge that was
known at design time, providing limited reasoning and reflection
capabilities [9]. Modern solutions learn new information during
execution and provide estimations about the future to support
better-informed decision-making [6, 26, 30].
These more advanced self-adaptive systems (SAS) can expose
behaviour that end-users may not understand [9]. Further, these
users may cease to use the system due to lack of trust[34]. Therefore,
providing understandable explanations for surprising behaviour is
relevant for SAS. Lately, there have been increasing interest about
the right to explanation [20, 36].
The explanations of the decision-making of a SAS that we sup-
port in this paper are based on the history of the execution of
the system, i.e. the system explains its behaviour based on what
the running system has observed in the past. In later iterations of
the SAS, the same history-based explanations can become an addi-
tional source of information for its decision processes, in addition
to its use of current observations and future projections. However,
the required integration of history-awareness capabilities into the
decision-making process can be complex, and therefore we propose
ideas to do it in a gradual fashion.
Based on the above, this paper has three main contributions:
(i) a 4-level spectrum of reflective capabilities for a self-aware
self-adaptive system (from forensic self-explanation to autonomous
history-aware decision-making), which acts as our research roadmap;
(ii) a description of the forensic analysis layer (Level 1); and
(iii) a scenario for the level beyond forensic analysis (live history-
aware explanation), with an evaluation of our current implementa-
tion of that level.
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We use the term self-explanation to describe the capability of
the system to answer questions based on its past behaviour. The
answers explain the reasons why a decision was made to reach a
particular system state. They can also prove or disprove hypotheses
on the system behaviour. Explanations should be readable by and
available to humans but also machines. Specifically, explanations
should be available to different stakeholders such as end-users,
developers, external systems, or the SAS itself. As part of the con-
tributions described above, we present in this paper the data model
and the progress made so far on building a querying infrastructure
for this purpose. Initial results of these ideas were discussed in the
workshop paper in [14].
The structured of the paper is: Section 2 presents the foundations
that underlie our research, in terms of reflective self-adaptation
and storage and retrieval of historic data. Section 3 presents the
spectrum composed by the four envisioned levels of reflective ca-
pabilities that a SAS may offer. Section 4 presents the Remote Data
Mirroring SAS which we use as our case study. Section 5 presents
the latest updates on Level 1 since our initial work. Section 6 in-
troduces a scenario around Level 2 of the spectrum for RDM, and
Section 7 evaluates our current implementation of Level 2. Finally,
Section 8 concludes the paper and presents several research av-
enues.
2 RESEARCH BASELINE
This section introduces the research that underpins the work, in
the areas of self-adaptive systems and management of historical
data.
2.1 Reflective, Self-aware Self-adaptation and
Self-explanation
Self-awareness can be seen as the capability of a system to acquire
and access knowledge about its own state and its environmental
context [6, 8]. Such knowledge allows for better understanding
and reasoning about its adaptive behaviour. Self-awareness is seen
as a low level of abstraction of self-adaptivity [33], allowing for
improvement of the self-adaptivity of a system. Self-awareness of a
computing system can be related to different specific capabilities
such as goal-awareness [38], requirements-awareness [34] or time-
awareness [3]. Time-awareness is the use of knowledge of historical
and perhaps future phenomena [3]. Time-awareness requires node-
level memory, and capabilities for time series modeling and/or
anticipation. History-awareness is implied in time-awareness.
Existing work tends to leave history-awareness implicit in the
formal model [8]. We argue that explicit representation of history-
awareness (i.e. time-awareness) will help to reason about the impact
that past history has on the decision process.
Leaving history-awareness as something implicit to the model
also means implementing the storage and retrieval of this past
history as an ad hoc effort, which changed from SAS to SAS. In
some cases, past history had been “compressed” to the point that it
was not recoverable: the user could not see what the system had
based its decisions upon.
The knowledge base of the MAPE loop [21] can be used to main-
tain historical data and knowledge used by the system for informed
adaptation. As a structured explicit knowledge is needed, the au-
thors of [28] propose an extension of the context representation
for the MAPE-K loop integrating the history of planned actions as
well as the expected effects over time. Their analysis and planning
phases can therefore compare measured and expected context met-
rics. The work is demonstrated on a cloud elasticity manager case.
Authors of [7] propose stochastic game analysis and latency aware-
ness, a kind of time-awareness, for proactive self-adaptation. In [27]
the authors tackle the problem of tracking historical changes as
well. To do that, they use causal relationships between requirements
and their corresponding adaptations. In our own case, we propose
the explicit use of temporal graph databases as a representation
for trace-based models to enable self-explanation in interactive
diagnosis or forensic analysis based on a generic meta-model that
supports the structure for execution traces of SAS.
In regard to accessing the history to support reasoning and
explanation, Welsh et al. [41] argue that an SAS needs to garner
confidence not only in its users by explaining its behaviour during
execution, but also in its developers by explaining “surprises” during
testing and maintenance. The authors specifically use requirements-
awareness and monitoring to enable the explanation capability
in adaptive systems. By extending the goal models with a claim-
refinement model, the aspects of the systems that will be monitored
are defined. According to the current state of these aspects, they can
explain why the system has adapted its behavior. Authors in [27]
tackle a very related issue, i.e interactive diagnosis.
There is a class of self-adaptive systems which explicitly use
models at runtime as abstractions of their state to implement reflec-
tive capabilities [5]. Rather than transforming structured logs into
a temporal graph, Reynolds et al. propose automatically collecting
a provenance graph of the evolution of these reflective models [32].
For every change, the agent involved, the activity the agent was
performing, and the entity affected are recorded. In relation with
our 4-level hierarchy in Section 3, the approach would be at Level 1
(forensic history-aware explanation), since its case study focused
on investigating issues after the system ran. The approach allows
for direct integration with systems already using reflective models
at runtime, but integrating it with other systems will require more
work than the approach presented in this paper, which reuses ex-
isting logs. On the other hand, the approach already applies time
windows to the collected information, simplifying the pruning of
history no longer of interest. It also provides for capturing other
types of activities in the system that impact its reflective models, be-
yond the decision making which is the focus of our trace metamodel
(Section 5).
2.2 Storage and retrieval of historic data
History-awareness requires an efficient manner to represent and
query the past history. Logs are prevalent in all kinds of computer
software: however, most of them are text-based and are usually
intended to be used by humans, with precarious support for auto-
mated processing such as simple filtering and tagging. However,
this has been changing as systems have become more complex. The
increasing level of automation in cloud deployments has motivated
some IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) platforms to explicitly collect
historical data intended to be used by software systems as well. For
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Figure 1: Required components by levels of reflective capabilities,
from forensic self-explanation to history-aware (HA) systems
instance, the Google Cloud platform is known to track memory
usage and recommend VM changes1. Another example is the Elastic
indexing platform, which has recently gained machine learning
capabilities for outlier detection capabilities in historical data2.
Analyzing sequences of values over time is not new: for over
20 years, there has been considerable work on time-series data
mining [10], which attempts to extract knowledge by looking at the
shape of the data. The survey lists a wide variety of approaches for
querying by content, clustering, classification, segmentation, and
prediction, among other tasks. However, the history of a system is
more complicated than a sequence of numbers: in its most general
form, the configuration of a system is a complex entity that changes
over time. Tracking this history requires a fitting data structure:
thankfully, there has been a recent push towards adding temporal
capabilities to graph databases, with the ability to efficiently store
and navigate the history of an entire labelled attributed graph. Two
examples include Greycat [18] and ChronoGraph [17].
Beyond storage, tracking the history of a SAS requires a data
model, a query language, and enabling the SAS to feed the tem-
poral graph database. In our prior work [16], we demonstrated a
first version of a solution that integrated a SAS with our Hawk
indexing framework for transparent forensic (after-the-fact) self-
explanation. The solution took the raw JSON logs of the decision
process over time and shaped them into a sequence of dedicated
trace data models, which were turned into a Greycat temporal graph
and exposed through a dedicated time-aware query language. This
initial prototype is the base of the further proposals made in this
paper.
3 LEVELS OF HISTORY-AWARE
EXPLANATION CAPABILITIES IN SAS
Ideally, systems should be able to access their adaptation history
and adjust future adaptations taking into account past results of pre-
vious adaptations. However, building this capability into a system
can be costly and hard to evaluate.
Rather than an all-or-nothing situation, we argue that it is easier,
safer and more rewarding in the short-term, to do it in stages or
levels. A first stage can build upon the capabilities for the next
one. The base level can focus on the basic capabilities for forensic
analysis, and the next stages can adapt the MAPE-K functions to the
use of history. A second stage focuses on Monitor and Knowledge
as the SAS is running, a third stage provides Execute, and the final
stage updates the Analysis and Plan functions.
Figure 1 shows our four envisioned levels of reflective capabilities
that a SAS should offer, as well as their required core components.
Each level requires the capabilities of the levels underneath. Sec-
tions 5 to 7 present the current state of the first two levels. At the
end of the paper, there is further discussion about the last two levels.
The levels are:
• Level 1 (forensic history-aware explanation): this level
operates very much like a “black box”. The system runs as
normal, while capturing logs in a machine-parseable form.
After the system has finished its execution (whether grace-
fully or crashing), the history of the system is converted into
a temporal graph database conforming to a reusable trace
metamodel. Users can then study its history with a temporal
query language. This level is useful for either post-mortem
analysis after an unexpected behaviour, or for internal eval-
uation during development.
• Level 2 (live history-aware explanation): this level al-
lows users to evaluate past observations, decisions and per-
formance on a running system without having to stop it.
As such, it requires an incremental importer that loads peri-
odically the latest state of the decision algorithms into the
temporal graph database, adding one more timepoint to its
history. To keep storage and memory costs manageable, the
history of the temporal graph may be bounded to a specific
time window. The temporal graph may be structured as a
strict linear sequence of system states, or as a graph of states
that the system may go to and from: this will depend on
whether there is a restricted and finite number of possible
system states, or not.
A live visualization/query platform will allow various types
of stakeholders (developers, end users) to study the history
of the system. This level can help users gain trust in the
SAS during its day-to-day operation, and does not require
modifying the existing decision making process.
• Level 3 (externally-guided andhistory-aware decision-
making with explanation capabilities): if we consider
the self-adaptive system as an autonomic element in MAPE-
K, Level 2 has provided the Monitor function, using the evolv-
ing models as a sensor from which to build the temporal
graph (the (K)nowledge base). However, the Analyze, Plan,
1http://archive.is/mQ2k7
2http://archive.is/oDDh9
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and Execute functions are still pending. The goal of Level 3
is to implement the Execute function by providing effectors
(e.g. input parameters or some type of configuration facility)
that allow external entities to perform the Analyze and Plan
functions. These external entities can be either a human
or another software system. Effectors designed for humans
should be defined in a notation flexible enough to express the
evolving preferences of the user, while also concise enough
to not overwhelm the user with low-level details. As con-
trol would be partly given to an external entity, it would be
important for the trustworthiness and accountability of the
Level 3 system to record these interventions accordingly.
• Level 4 (autonomous history-aware decision-making
with explanation/reasoning capabilities): at this last level,
a history-aware decision making process is introduced to fur-
ther support autonomous behaviour. It will be an improved
version of the existing decision-making process that takes
its own control over its history as one more dimension to
adapt [33, 39]. For example, one way to use the history would
be to be able to recognise major trends that may require re-
configuration, and which may not be evident from a single
timeslice: e.g. continued performance degradation over time
in a particular indicator. This may trigger its own adapta-
tions aiming at long-term effects. As there may be too few
observations to support it, or these observations may be too
different to the original ones, the system should evaluate its
confidence level on the estimated trajectory.
Another way to use the history would the identification of
similar situations in the past and the consequent evalua-
tion of the long-term performance of the decisions that were
made at those times. Those could be factored in the perceived
utility levels of the available options. The system could dou-
ble check the long-term performance of those decisions, and
establish a confidence level on its own prediction model.
Any interventions based on the history of the system should
also have to be tracked into a dedicated automated control
accountability. At this level, the explanation capability based
on the infrastructure provided by Level 1 and Level 2, will
enable reasoning about the history of the SAS, i.e. the system
and the adaptation logic will be history-aware (HA).
4 CASE STUDY: THE REMOTE DATA
MIRRORING SAS
In order to evaluate the current results of the proposed gradual
approach to history-aware self-adaptation, an existing SAS case
study was selected, the Remote Data Mirroring (RDM) system from
our prior work [4, 15, 30]. The RDM SAS is composed of data
servers and network links. It must replicate and distribute data
in an efficient manner by minimizing consumed bandwidth and
providing assurance that distributed data is not lost or corrupted
[19]. RDM uses an R-POMDP (Requirements runtime model based
on Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes [25]). Its overall
structure is shown in Figure 2.
R-POMDP runs over timeslices, just like regular POMDP. At each
timeslice, the SAS monitors the Ranges of Energy Consumption
(REC) and Number of Concurrent Connections (NCC), partially
Figure 2: RDM case study, SAS that protects aginst data loss by stor-
ing copies on servers. Configuration: 2 topologies(MST, RT), 2 NFRs
(MR, MEC), 2 monitoring variables (REC, NCC).
observable measures to estimate whether the corresponding Mini-
mize Energy Consumption (MEC) and Maximize Reliability (MR)
non-functional requirements (NFRs) are being met. Based on these
estimations of the current system and a reward table (e.g. “a re-
ward Y is given for action X if NFRs are estimated to be satisfied
or not”), the SAS decides whether to choose a Minimum Spanning
Tree (MST) network topology, or a Redundant Tree (RT) topology.
MST is more efficient in terms of energy consumption, whereas RT
is more reliable.
In contrast to reactive control methods [24], R-POMDP considers
future evolutions (i.e. projections into the future) of the satisfice-
ment of the NFRs to decide the next action 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, i.e., to reason
about long-term effects of immediate actions [37]. These future
evolutions are represented by a belief over possible states or belief
tree. The root node of the tree is the belief 𝑏0 which represents the
current state of the running system, i.e. the current level of satisfice-
ment of the NFRs. From there, the R-POMDP uses lookahead search
[23] to approximate the optimal discounted reward value 𝑉 ∗ (𝑏0).
The result is an approximately optimal policy for the current belief
𝑏0 [37]. Accordingly, the system then executes the first action of
the policy, 𝜋 (𝑏0).
Other proactive approaches like CobRA [1] and PLA [26] also
predict future system states. Unlike R-POMDP, they assume full
observability of the system’s state (e.g. by using Markov Decision
Processes [26]), so they cannot model the uncertainty that may
arise from imprecise sensors in a real system. They do not explicitly
model the levels of satisficement of the non-functional requirements.
Proactive approaches can be deceiving at first while improving the
behaviour in the long term. This kind of situations may require
explanations.
5 FORENSIC SELF-EXPLANATION
According to Section 3, the first step to achieve automated history-
aware self-adaptation is to offer “black box” capabilities (Level 1).
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Figure 3: Execution trace metamodel for a decision-based self-adaptive system (updated since [16]).
This section shows the latest version of the four elements required
for Level 1 (as shown in Figure 1), initially developed in our previous
work [16]:
• Trace metamodel: the state of the SAS at each timeslice
was reshaped into the metamodel based on the Eclipse Mod-
eling Framework3 (EMF) of figure 3, essentially a custom
type system for a specific domain. The metamodel has been
improved since our previous work, based on community
feedback and seeking generalisation. The trace metamodel
is similar to the traceability information models used in the
traceability community [29], but rather than relating arte-
facts to each other, it links the goals and decisions of the
system to its observations and reasonings. It is divided into
two parts: one specific to R-POMDP, and one reusable across
other goal-oriented SAS types.
The top half is the most general one. The information of a
timeslice is contained inside a Log instance, which groups
together the NFRs to satisfy, the observableMeasures, the
Decisions to be made and the Actions to choose from. The
Measures are divided into ranges across Thresholds, and
theDecisions are based on specificObservations that result
in different types of Measurements of specificMeasures.
These observations help the decision making process derive
anActionBelief in the estimated value (i.e. expected utility)
of each action.
The bottom half is specific to reinforcement-based decision
processes like R-POMDP, and contains the RewardTables
used to make a decision, which is a lookup table made up
3http://archive.is/OLeFq
of RewardTableRows. The lookup key is the truth value
of the NFRSatisfactions for each NFR, and the Action
under consideration. To produce these Boolean values, the
estimated probability of eachNFRBelief is compared against
the matching RewardTableThreshold. For instance, MEC
may be considered to be satisfied if the estimated probability
is higher than 70% (as stated by the requirements specifica-
tions).
• Temporal graph DB (TGDB): Section 2.2 already men-
tioned Greycat and ChronoGraph. The current version of
our approach is based on Greycat, based on its LevelDB back-
end. Our original work was based on the RocksDB backend.
However, we concluded LevelDB offered better performance
across operating systems.
• Batch log importer: our implementation of the RDM SAS
generates JSON logs, and can be told to produce either one
JSON with all timeslices from a run (potentially very large),
or one JSON per timeslice. The batch log importer works
by taking the all-timeslices JSON file and reshaping it into a
Git repository with a sequence of XMI files conforming to
the metamodel in Figure 3. The Git repository can then be
indexed by Hawk into a Greycat TDB. This has noticeably
better performance than the batch importer in prior works,
which used Subversion repositories [12].
• Temporal query language: Hawk already had its own
query language, the Epsilon Object Language [22] (concep-
tually, a mix of OCL and JavaScript). EOL was extended with
time-aware primitives, and with the concept of “history” for
any type and its instances. In a more recent work [13], the
time-aware EOL dialect was further extendedwith primitives















loop [as desired by user]
runQuery(eolSource)
query results
Figure 4: UML sequence diagram for interaction between compo-
nents (RDM case study, Level 1)
inspired on Dwyer’s work on temporal specification patterns,
with the ability to use temporal assertions (e.g. always, never)
and version scopes (e.g. when, until). The same work pre-
sented a first version of timeline annotation, a mechanism for
automatically annotating specific moments in history where
an event of interest happened, speeding up its retrieval in a
later query.
Figure 4 shows a UML sequence diagram of how the components
communicate in Level 1. The user asks RDM to run, producing an
all-timeslices log. This log is given to the BatchImporter, which
produces a Git repository with one version of an XMI conforming
to the metamodel in Figure 3 per timeslice. The user then tells Hawk
to turn that into a temporal graph, which can be queried as needed.
The scalability of this approach is limited by the fact that such a
log may grow to be very large: indeed, naively parsing a log which
is in the GBs may tax the memory capacity of the computer. For the
parsing problem, one approach would be to index not a single JSON
file, but rather a database (e.g. a collection of Mongo documents) or
a stream of events. This would still not prevent the temporal graph
from growing too large. For very long runs, compressing and/or
pruning the history may be needed: for instance, we may only keep
the last X timeslices (time windows), index only one out of every X
timeslices (sampling), and/or keep only versions matching certain
situations of interest (filtering). The risk with these strategies is that
queries would be limited in scope (with time windows), or would
become approximate (sampling and filtering). Studying the impact
of these strategies in the query results for long-running systems is
part of our future work.
The trace metamodel assumes that the system follows a reward-
oriented strategy around non-functional requirements. This sug-
gests that queries written against this metamodel may still be
reusable beyond R-POMDP, and could work with other types of self-
adaptive algorithms (e.g. those based on reinforcement learning).
On the other hand, if the SAS follows a different type of strategy,
it could still reuse the Decision / Observation /Measurement
concepts, but it would need a different “bottom half” replacing the
current NFR / RewardTable concepts. For these reasons, we are
considering separating this metamodel into two in the future.
6 LIVE SELF-EXPLANATION: BEYOND
FORENSIC ANALYSIS
Level 1 has focused on after-the-fact analysis, taking a sequence of
system models to turn it into a single temporal graph, which can
subsequently be queried. It presents the advantage that it does not
require any changes in a system that is already producing its own
logs in a machine-parsable format. However, users may want to
demand questions about the system while it is running, and not
just after an event has happened.
In order to meet these demands, the presented implementation
of Level 2 introduces two new components: a live visualization
platform and an incremental importer. The temporal graph is kept
up to date as the SAS runs. This section introduces a case study
where the Level 2 infrastructure is used to answer queries while the
system is running. The current implementation of the components
of Level 2 is also described.
6.1 Scenario: illustrating proactiveness to users
If a user sees that the performance of the running system is de-
teriorating even if momentarily, they may become anxious about
its long-term viability. RDM may present cases like this. RDM is
proactive and estimates the future trajectory of the system; as such
it may decide to make a decision that may be perceived as nega-
tive in the short-term but, which will proof to be positive in the
long-term. Like the RDM, other proactive approaches, such as the
those mentioned in Section 4 (CobRA or PLA), may present these
initially “surprising” situations.
One way to explain this behaviour to the user while on-the-fly
(i.e. when the system is running) is to illustrate RDM’s proactiveness
with cases where a seemingly “bad” decision taken by the SAS
turned out to be a good one in the long run. Assuming we keep track
of the history of the system, Algorithm 1 can find the examples
that could then be presented to the user on demand, and close
to a simple plot of estimated requirement satisfaction levels over
time. This takes the monitoring beyond a passive set of listings
and figures, to allow users ask questions or request examples of
particular relevant nuances of the SAS.
The main idea of the example in the scenario is to find a timeslice
where the satisficement level of a NFR is below its threshold (e.g.
MR ≥ 0.9), and the action suggested by the SAS under this context
results in a further reduction in the next timeslice. However, as
the decision action is further kept in the following timeslices, the
satisficement gradually increases until it reaches and even exceeds
its threshold. This is an example of proactive adaptation [2], the
type of reasoning used in the RDM case study based on R-POMDPs.
In contrast to reactive systems [11], the RDM SAS can predict what
is the likely impact of the current decision action.The RDM SAS uses
look-ahead search on a tree [42] to take into account the likelihoods
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of future sensor observations and their effects on NFR satisficement
belief levels.
Algorithm 1 Query to detect proactive adaptation: the long term
effects of immediate actions. 𝐿 is the current runtime log, 𝑇 the set
of timeslices in 𝐿, 𝑆NFR (𝑡) the satisficement of the NFR at timeslice
𝑡 , and 𝛼NFR the threshold for the NFR.
1: Result = {}
2: 𝑇𝐵 = {𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 |𝑆NFR (𝑡) < 𝛼NFR}
3: for each 𝑡𝑏 ∈ 𝑇𝐵 do
4: if 𝑆NFR (𝑡𝑏 + 1) < 𝑆NFR (𝑡𝑏 ) ∧
∃𝑛 ∈ N>0,∀𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑛] |
𝑆NFR (𝑡𝑏 + 𝑗 + 1) > 𝑆NFR (𝑡𝑏 ) then
5: Add (𝑡𝑏 , 𝑛) to Result
6: end if
7: end for
8: Result: Sequences showing proactive adaptation.
6.2 Implementation of the Level 2 components
In the implementation offered in this paper, the infrastructure re-
lated to Level 2 takes advantage of the fact that Hawk can be run as
a network service [12], with the ability to run queries at any time
via its Thrift-based API4. Therefore, both RDM and Hawk can be
running at the same time.
The query to detect proactive adaptations (see Algorithm 1), was
implemented in the Hawk time-aware dialect of EOL supported by
our Hawk tool. The EOL query, the incremental importer and the
query tool are available from our Gitlab project5.
Hawk was extended with a component that can read the single-
timeslice JSON log produced by RDM, and reshape its contents into
an in-memory model while conforming to the trace metamodel of
Figure 3. This in-memory model can be given directly to Hawk,
while significantly reducing overheads in comparison to our initial
implementation. Previously in [14], the implementation serialised
the model back into an XMI file that the standard EMF support in
Hawk would use. The back-and-forth saving and loading on disk
used to introduce noticeable slowdowns in the simulation.
In addition, the RDM SAS has been extended with the ability to
notify Hawk when to update its temporal graph, by sending Hawk a
message through the same Thrift-based API. This also significantly
reduces overheads compared to spawning new Java subprocesses.
When told to synchronise, Hawk will compare the trace model
represented by the JSON file with the latest version in the temporal
graph, to create a new timepoint by applying the differences. The
new timepoint then becomes available for querying done by users.
The resulting communication between the various components
for the Level 2 version of the RDM case study is shown in Figure 5.
Hawk is assumed to be running and set up, having registered the
trace metamodel and the folder with the JSON file to be indexed.
The user then starts RDM. At the end of each timeslice, RDM will
update the JSON file with the information from the timeslice, and


















Figure 5: UML sequence diagram for interaction between compo-
nents (RDM case study, Level 2)
the update, and then RDM will continue on to the next timeslice.
At any point in time, the user can run a query based on the current
state of the temporal graph in order to obtain an explanation about
how it got there.
The latest version of Hawk introduces timeline annotation, which
allows the system to jump directly to situations of interest without
having to scan the full history of the temporal graph. Using this new
capability only requires minor preparations. Before RDM starts,
the user will signal Hawk about which situations it should moni-
tor. Once RDM has started, specifically when Hawk notices that a
new timepoint matches a situation of interest, it will subsequently
record it to therefore provide fast retrieval of the timepoint through
the whenAnnotated operation.
7 LIVE SELF-EXPLANATION: EVALUATION
AND DISCUSSION
Previously, Section 6 described a scenariowhere live self-explanation
support is needed for a developer to further understand the be-
haviour of a SAS. It also discussed the changes that were required
in our prototype in order to support that capability. This section
evaluates our prototype, studying both the results of the queries
and the overheads introduced by our current implementation of the
new time-awareness capabilities. Specifically, we study the perfor-
mance of the system with two different history-aware techniques
to extract explanations: i) run an EOL query that revisits the whole
history at every time slice, and ii) use timeline annotation to mark
situations of interest and directly jump to them while querying, as
introduced in [13].
7.1 Experimental setup
For the experiments, two 2000-timeslice simulation runs were con-
ducted, using the Eclipse Hawk model indexing server [12] (v2.1.0
nightly from July 6th, revision eeffd8f), which runs in the back-
ground to build the temporal graph. We used a Lenovo Thinkpad
T480 with an Intel i7-8550U CPU with 1.80GHz, running Ubuntu
18.04.5 LTS, Oracle Java version 1.8.0_201 and 15.6GB RAM, allo-
cating 8GB to Hawk (-Xmx8g).
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Listing 1: Excerpt of output fromAlgorithm1 about long term effect
of immediate actions.
[..., [719, Minimum Spanning Tree Topology, Maximization of
Reliability, 0.852294921875, [[720, Minimum Spanning Tree
Topology, Maximization of Reliability, 0.840590259674336],
[721, Minimum Spanning Tree Topology, Maximization of
Reliability, 0.935284515844998], [722, Minimum Spanning
Tree Topology, Maximization of Reliability,
0.94331412096612]]],
[1597, Minimum Spanning Tree Topology, Maximization of
Reliability, 0.835166769728076, [[1598, Minimum Spanning
Tree Topology, Maximization of Reliability,
0.0.824842465933626], [1599, Minimum Spanning Tree
Topology, Maximization of Reliability, 0.934522400804845],
[1600, Minimum Spanning Tree Topology, Maximization of
Reliability, 0.935870208967967]]], ...]
The RDM SAS was configured to communicate directly with
Hawk to update the temporal graph and then run the EOL im-
plementation of Algorithm 1 after each timeslice. In the case of
timeline annotation, the situation of interest to be monitored was
configured in the server in advance. No other processes were run-
ning in the system. The Greycat DB grew to 5MB with the first
technique and 14MB with timeline annotations.
7.2 Query results
Listing 1 shows an excerpt of the examples found by the query with
both techniques (with and without timeline annotation), which are
shown to the user in a human-readable way. One of the detected
sequences started at timeslice 719, when RDM decided to use the
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) topology. As an immediate conse-
quence, a reduction on the satisficement level of the NFR Maximiza-
tion of Reliability (MR) is observed: from 0.85229 (timeslice 719) to
0.84059 (timeslice 720). However, the satisficement grew during the
subsequent timeslices, until it exceeded its threshold in timeslice
722. Similar situations were observed in different timeslices such as
1597. 29 situations were found during the 2000 timelices run. This
shows us that decisions with apparently immediate negative effects,
may produce the required expected increase of the satisficement
level of the NFRs in the long term. Developers and end users need
to be aware of this kind of behaviours, which otherwise could be
found unreasonable at first.
Based on the defined concept of self-explanation earlier in this
paper, this type of query allows the system to explain why it took
a decision and why it is showing the current behaviour. For this
specific case, the insight gained through the temporal query would
make the user aware of the use of time windows within the decision
making process, and would prepare the user to better interact with
it after Level 3 of the spectrum is reached.
7.3 Performance results
Figure 6 includes the execution times for the simulation run of RDM
over 2000 timeslices without timeline annotation. This stacked area
plot shows the different stages: the simulation of a timeslice, the
update of the temporal model within the Hawk indexer, and the
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Figure 6: Stacked area plot with execution times for RDM SAS simu-
lations in milliseconds, by timeslice and phase, for the queries run-
ning without annotations.
















Figure 7: Stacked area plot with execution times for RDM SAS simu-
lations in milliseconds, by timeslice and phase, for the queries run-
ning with annotations. “Simulate” times are excluded due to small
values in the other series, being the same as in Figure 6.
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Figure 8: Raw server-side execution times of EOL query implement-
ing Algorithm 1 in milliseconds, by timeslice.
full execution of the query. The query times include client-server
communication overheads. The simulation times ranged from 1087
and 1148 milliseconds. Temporal graph update times represented
the 1.36% in average of the total time and remained stable. Query
invocation times grew over time, together with the length of the
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history of the temporal graph. Query times came to represent up to
14% of the execution time in average. This is because the query has
to go through each time-point in the system history every time the
query is executed. For example, at timeslice 500 the query needs
to consider all the 500 time points that the simulation has gone
through and for the timeslice 2000 the query needs to consider 2000
time-points in history.
One way to attenuate the impact of querying every point in his-
tory in the system’s performance is to use timeline annotation. This
is done in such a way that a situation of interest would be defined
in advance, and matching timeslices would be annotated during ex-
ecution. Then, instead of going through the whole system’s history,
the query would jump to those annotations. For this experiment,
the situations to be tagged were the “bad decisions” mentioned in
section 6.1. In other words, when the system decided to change
(i.e. adapt) the topology and this action ended in a reduction of
the satisficement level of the NFR. Figure 7 shows the different
stages, except for the simulation time that is the same as in Figure 6.
Updates represented 1.47% of the total times on average, similar to
the first experiment, only presenting a initial peak of 147 ms. This
shows the time of setting up the indices for the annotation. On the
other hand, query times presented a significant improvement in
the simulation time, from representing up to 14% of the total time,
to only 1.5% of the total time on average.
In total, the 2000-timeslice simulation took 43.54 minutes with-
out timeline annotation and 38.36 with timeline annotation. The
simulation time without the Level 2 capabilities would have been
37.49 minutes. We can conclude with timeline annotation, that the
reduction in the system’s performing time can be kept to 2–3% due
to overheads. This is a significant improvement from our previous
version of our Level 2 implementation in [14], where the addition
of temporal graphs made a 1000-timeslice simulation to go from
18.25 minutes to 94.65 minutes (an increment over 400%).
Figure 8 shows the raw execution times for the EOL implemen-
tation of the query in Algorithm 1 for both approaches, using a
logarithmic scale for the times. These execution times exclude the
wait for synchronisation with the server and the network over-
heads, which dominate most of the time in the “Query” series of
Figures 6 and 7. Query times without annotation ranged from 2ms
to 486ms, with a median of 162ms. For the timeline annotation
approach, times ranged between 2ms to 54ms with a median of
12ms. Which shows the advantages of timeline annotation. The
peaks can be attributed to the natural variability in inter-process
communication times, and overheads.
7.4 Next steps
While the original solution (without timeline annotation) worked as
expected, the total simulation time raised to 43.54 minutes from the
original 37.49 minutes which could be considered still an important
overhead. Fortunately, the timeline annotation capability improved
the performance impact to 38.36 minutes. A different approach,
which we plan to pursue, would be to run the processing steps in a
concurrent fashion, while the time-awareness could run at a slower
pace than the main decision-making. Queries took longer as the
history grew, but different optimization strategies will be tested
in the future. Some new strategies we are considering to apply in-
clude: sampling, for only storing logs at a certain rate; time windows,
for focusing on the last 𝑛 timeslices; or event-oriented processing,
for storing logs only when certain events happen. These strate-
gies would allow us to further reduce the storage and processing
overheads imposed by the addition of history awareness.
Beyond increasing efficiency and improving the queries, future
work will also look into the completion of Level 2 with dedicated
visualisations, and the design of new queries that look into system
features desired by users (e.g. NFR satisficement status) and devel-
opers (e.g. stability or predictability). Work on Level 3 will continue,
with the extension of a decision-making process to allow hints from
an external entity (initially a human) using effectors. Once these
adaptation controls are in place, work on the Level 4 reflective and
self-aware SAS would start.
8 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE
WORK
We have given our vision for developing reflective, self-adaptive
systems, proposing a spectrum of capabilities, starting from Level 1
(forensic “black box” self-explanation after the system has finished
running) and ending at Level 4 (autonomous history-aware decision-
making). An existing SAS in the Remote Data Mirroring domain
has been extended up to Level 2 (live self-explanation), which has
been reported in this paper. We have proposed the explicit use of
temporal graph databases as a representation for trace models to
support self-explanation, interactive diagnosis and forensic analy-
sis. We have presented a generic meta-model to structure execution
traces of SAS, based on the meta-model. A SAS system was ex-
tended to run arbitrary commands between timeslices. Two utilities
are offered to convert JSON-based logs into a reusable metamodel
to finally obtain a temporal history-based graph model. Moreover,
queries can be designed and implemented in the EOL query lan-
guage supported by the Hawk indexer to study long-term effects of
adaptations. The case study has been evaluated, where the temporal
graph was updated and queried.
We have also presented an architecture, which allows recording
of temporal data that can be queried to explain behaviour. Our
work so far is based on the use of cases supported by Bayesian
learning and Markov processes, which naturally fit in with the
idea of time series modelling. However, we are currently working
on how to include other learning techniques, and explore links
from deeper nuances of decision-making data with the time series
modelling. These techniques build up certain data structures during
their learning, such as the Q-tables in the Q-Learning model-free
reinforcement learning algorithm [40]. Combining internal data
(like the Q-table) with an understanding of the theory behind the
algorithm, we can explain some aspects of their decision-making.
However, the understanding is partial, and further, it still would
need to be linked to abstractions related to the understanding by
end users or at the level of requirements for explainability [35]. We
argue that the temporal graph models can provide further support
for more comprehensive explainability. Further, as self-adaptation
needs to be proactive and not just reactive, we are working on
further conceptual models to support proactive decision-making [7]
by anticipating adaptation actions based on history.
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